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It is the budget friendly solution for unrestricted 

exterior places. It can easily be installed everywhere-

terraces, gardens, cafe and restaurant fronts etc… It 

provides complete protection against the sun and we-

ather, whatever the form of external factors may be.   

PERGOLA SYSTEMS 
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(Aluminium louvred system) ensures a colourful to-

uch to your exterior areas, where protection against 

all seasonal factors, like the heat in summer and 

snow and/or cold in winter, is needed. This system is 

perfect for creating bioclimatic areas with one click, 

being remotely controllable, lit with soft yet cibrant 

led lights. The technical spesifications; Great stability 

against physical pressure, especially snow. Special 

desing of the panels allow for an area with regulated 

temperatures. The hollow canals in the panels can be 

filled with polyurethane foam, or used as it is. 

ALUMINIUM ROOF  
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After owning one of these systems, the only thing left 

to do will be experiencing the comfort and pleasure it 

gives one to be able to use such open areas without 

any restrictions and any economic stress. 

FOLDING PERGOLA SYSTEMS 
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 FOLDING PERGOLA SYSTEMS 
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A solution for the inclined sunlight  was 

needed, and our engineers worked day 

and night for a new desing. The result was 

Arar wintent, which can be attachted to 

window fronts and on the sides of other 

systems, provding shades coming from all 

horizontal angles.  

ARAR WINTENT 
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Acrylic, screen or vinly fabric variations, 

logo printing possibility, support for ma-

nual geared or remote controlled systems, 

modularity of attaching any kind of sensor 

and many more features place the Arar 

wintent on the list of our most popular 

products. 

ARAR WINTENT 
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As a completely new concept in solar shading. Zip 

Screen can be used as side closures and shading solu-

tion for nearly any kind of environment. The perfora-

ted screen fabric secures one side of the extremities of 

the other, protecting from wind and rain, all that 

while still letting fresh air through. The side canals 

tightly grip onto the fabric so it won’t disassemble 

while in use. 

ZIP SCREEN 
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Designed with the idea of flexbility and durability in mind, this 

system will completely hide the fabric of the awning in a full ca-

sette, so that it won’t get dirty or damaged while not in use. 

Modularity allows for diverse sensors to be attached to the sys-

tem, so you will never have to worry about opening/closing it 

yourself. 

CASETTE AWNING 
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The classical and popular solution for solar shading, the awning has 

been refurbished and is now offering a modernised and sturdier const-

ruction Spring arms allow to a maximum of a 70 degree angle.  

Different colour and desing options like striped or printed fabric  

contribute to overall appeal.  

AWNING 
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CASETTE BLIND 

Casette blind is an easy to use vertical system, designed to keep rain 

and wind out while providing the full extend of the scenery with trans-

parent mica fabric. It has remote and manual controlled variations and 

is suitable for attachment of sensors. 
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